
Putting The Fun Into Labor…
Well, it was a last-minute attempt at a Labor Day outing with
friends, and even though we strayed from our original idea of
going to a Lake Erie-area haunted house and drive-thru zoo, we
had LOTS of fun!

We went to the Toledo Zoo, always a great zoo, even if this
Labor Day Saturday of 2009  equated to being one of the most
crowded we’ve ever seen that zoo.  It was just over 80°, so
the animals weren’t all that active, but we did get to see
Louie,  the  “baby”  elephant  (who  is  now  6  years  old  and
awaiting the completion of construction of his very own zoo
exhibit area) lying down and taking a break, which was cool. 
We  also  saw  one  of  their  huge  hippos  swimming  in  the
underwater hippo-quarium, which is always a treat because you
can see a humongous hippo swim right past up close.  After the
zoo, we ate at one of our favorite places in the Toledo area –
Nick’s Cafe on Reynolds (not sure if it’s actually Toledo or
the suburb of Maumee).  But the place is just north of Ohio’s
turnpike,  I  80/90,  and  they  have  great  food  and  almost
unimaginable  portion  sizes  –  are  they  used  to  feeding
GIANTS?!?  Unfortunately for Nick’s, the place was empty, but
this is (just) one of the reasons we go to Nick’s when  we’re
in  the  area  –  they  have  GREAT  food.   Besides,  you  try
withstanding the crowds to get a table at the Olive Garden on
a Saturday evening, especially with 4 starving kids!

After dinner, we were going to head to another nearby Toledo
suburb for a free exotic animal / magic show, something right
up our alley.  But the combination of the big weekend, crabby
kids and crowds at the zoo caused our driver and his wife to
veto that great idea, so luckily we hadn’t told the kids since
it sounded like fun and they would have been disappointed (no
matter their exhaustive state) to miss it.  But we’ve learned
that over-doing it with little kids along is always regretful,
and so we happily prepared for our journey home after we
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gorged ourselves and piled leftovers into boxes at Nick’s. 
But we grew distracted by a strip-mall across Reynolds from
Nick’s Cafe, and that’s how we finally discovered what Nickel
World of Toledo really is…

We had seen it in the strip-mall before, but we had always
busily assumed that it was the 2009 incarnate of the early
20th  century  5  and  dime  store.   On  Saturday  night,  we
discovered  that  Nickel  World  is  actually  a  family
entertainment place, filled with many arcade, skill, and video
games!  They have a unique business model – they charge an
entrance fee of $2.50 per person, and then they sell $5 bags
of nickels for use on the games.  Most of the games are just
one nickel to play, some are two, and there’s even a large
selection of FREE games!  The place is so cool; what a great
concept!  For about $25, our party of 4 adults and 5 kids were
easily entertained for at least an hour, PLUS the kids took
home quite a bounty of prizes with the 5,000 tickets they were
able to rack up in just that hour!  Nickel World has just
about every type of video game you can think of – two  types
of  Skeeball,  multiple  Crane  Games,  ball-roller  games,
basketball shooting games, racing games, Bozo Buckets, even
air hockey as well as FREE! vintage arcade games like X-Men,
Bust-A-Move, Dueling Dragons, and many more…  We had a GREAT
time, and Hubby and I are dying to return on a date night to
fight, race and out-shoot each other without distraction from
the kids!  The only thing is that they are closed on Tuesday
nights when we have our date nights…  oh well, perhaps we can
reschedule.  If you are in the Toledo area, you have to check
out Nickel World on Reynolds (US 20) – a rarity for an awesome
value  in  family  entertainment  in  this  day  and  age  of
recession!  And while I’m on the topic, Nickel World reminded
me of another cool arcade-type place in South Bend, Indiana. 
Megaplay has two indoor mini-golf courses, as well as lots of
video  games  (some  of  the  classics  are  free)  and  even  an
inflatable  jousting area where they hold tournaments.  I’ve
never had the pleasure of participating in something like
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this, but it looks like lots of fun.  If only I had discovered
this sport before my sense of balance expired…  I did see an
indoor inflatable jousting space at another place in Toledo
that we visited a few months ago.  This place was pretty cool
– they had adult-sized bouncy slides and ladders to climb, and
my husband and I bounced down the slides and ran around like
little kids until the unfortunate voices of reality (muscle
strain and fatigue) made it loud and clear that we had better
take it easy…  But I can’t remember the name of that place or
where exactly it is, and I can’t find it on the internet. 
Probably a bad sign that we were the only ones there at the
time, I hope it hasn’t closed down, but that’s a lot of why it
was so much fun – my kids weren’t getting run over by eager
older kids, and hubby and I weren’t laughed out of the place
by nasty teenagers…

So…  back from my tangents.  We had a really nice and safe
Labor  Day  weekend  free  from  any  of  the  speed  traps  we
encountered in previous years.  Hope yours was safe and fun
also!  God Bless!
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